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ABSTRACT

In this work we present emergent screening of magnetic monopole and dipole by the presence of 20nm aluminum cover layer on

square artificial spin ice (ASI) systems. Our results were obtained in base of magnetic atomic force measurements, performed

after external magnetic field steps application. We show that the evolution of magnetization and monopole population is affected

by the aluminum presence and attribute that phenomena to the proximity effect, which is responsible for the magnetization

vanish of the first atomic layers at the ferromagnetic interface. Using experimental values to estimate the decrease in the

nanomagnetic dipole value used in an emergent excitation model and in the switching field distribution heterogeneity used

in simulations, we observe a very good agreement among experimental and simulation results. The presented emergent

screening could be used in new ASI geometries for thermodynamic activation or proposition of devices with selective magnetic

monopole mobility.

Introduction

The quantization of electronic charge could just be explained so far by the existence of magnetic monopoles1. Although, its

scarcity to be probabilistic detected2 and difficulty of creation in particle accelerators due to its predicted high mass3, still

leaves the existence of such elementary particles unproven. In condensed-matter systems, magnetic monopoles were first

reported as low energy emergent quasiparticles in ferromagnetic crystals4 and have been mostly observed in pyrochlore crystals,

denominated natural spin ices by resembling geometric frustration and residual entropy of water ice5. In those crystals, at

very low temperatures in the range of 0.6-2K, magnetic field was used to break symmetry and align the non energetic strings

connecting monopoles, allowing its transport to generate magnetricity6. The original proposition7 and experimental observation

at room temperature8 of magnetic monopole quasiparticles in square array of nanomagnets, inspired a plethora of alternative

designs proposition presenting singular properties9–15. Despite the fact that easy sample nanofabrication brings very interesting

implications for novel technological applications, traditional artificial spin ice (ASI) systems present two main obstacles to

achieve that purpose. One is the high Curie temperature of conventional Permalloy nanomagnets16, that prevents large scale

ground state achievement by thermal effects17, 18 and the other is the energetic string connecting Nambu monopoles19, 20 in

bidimensional ASI, making them not free for magnetricity as in its natural counterpart. Those problems were circumvented so

far by utilization of thinner nanomagnets, close to superparamagnetic regime, lowering Curie temperatures21, 22, or utilization

of low dimension in size arrays to achieve full ground state23. Both strategies could be fundamental to record and erase

excitations in future technological applications. In order to surmount the strong connection between opposite monopoles in

two dimensional ASI, systems close to degeneracy with vanishing string energy by lattice stretch have been proposed24–26.

More recently, the theoretical prediction of monopole freedom27 in real degenerate systems of three dimensional ASI28 was

experimentally realized29 and a magnetic monopole plasma could be characterized30. All those advances together with

possibilities of information record by specific nanomagnet manipulation, with support of external field applied just below the

nanomagnetic coercivity31, opened a pave for technological applications such as logic gates32 or memristors33 for neuromorphic

applications. In this work we aim to introduce an alternative way to manipulate monopole density and mobility in square ASI.

Such manipulation is allowed by the presence of a noble metal layer on top of nanomagnets and is attributed here to the increase

in proximity effect phenomena at the interface, due to the increase of charge carriers. Another interesting feature observed is the



decrease in the system disorder due to attenuation of nanomagnets interface defects. We present experimental results obtained

from direct MFM measurements and support our findings numerically using the emergent model developed by some of us34.

Results and Discussions

For the reversal process characterizations we have saturated nanomagnets magnetization in the x-axis direction and performed

steps of external magnetic field to the saturation in the opposite direction. Using the MFM images acquired after each field

step, we were able to follow magnetization evolution and monopole density as a function of the external field. Ferromagnetic

alignment of macro spins at a vertex give magnetization Mx =±1 and zero charge, while antiferromagnetic alignment allow

emergent charge Q = ±2 and null magnetization, as depicted in Figure 1a. In figure 1b we exemplify how experimental

data was acquired. Measurements were performed in 50µm2 area comprising 12×12 vertices and the number of horizontal

nanoislands pointing to left or right was counted as well as the number of emergent monopoles for each magnetic field step.

In the figure, emergent monopoles are highlighted by red and blue squares according to its charge signal. The evolution of

magnetization and monopole density as a function of the external magnetic field, performed in samples with and without

aluminum interface, were systematically observed in several lattices and sample positions investigated are summarized by the

results measured in Sq1 geometry presented in Figure 2. In the hysteresis curve of Figure 2a, it is possible to observe reasonable

coercivity decrease and vanishing of steps related to magnetostatic traps from nanomagnets defects when aluminum layer is

present. Similar results were reported using vibrating sample magnetometry technique for ASI in contact with normal metal and

superconductor35. Most pronounced effect can be noticed in the monopole density evolution curve of Figure 2b, with smaller

Figure 1. a) MFM measurement at vertex showing respectively 3 out - 1 in / 3 in - 1 out configurations allowing emergence

of charges Q =+2 and Q =−2, followed by 2 in - 2 out configuration of emergent dipole at vertex. b) Sample of measurement

used to count magnetization and monopole density, realized during magnetization reversal process, with opposite charge

monopoles highlighted by red and blue squares.

percentile of monopoles being generated in a sharp shape curve for lowest magnetic field. Those phenomena promoted by

aluminum layer are qualitatively similar to what was observed in samples with different lattice parameters37 where it was found

that increasing distances among nanomagnets at the vertex reduces the stray field from the nanomagnets, affecting directly the

magnetic monopole and dipole intensity. The present aluminum layer effect suggest fascinating interaction among metallic

electron gas with emergent magnetic monopole and dipole, decreasing its intensity in a sort of electric screening. In order to

elucidate the origins of such physical phenomena, we call on experimental observations of spin polarization decay in first atomic

layers of ferromagnetic thin films in contact with noble metals in spin valve structures38. Such magnetization suppression was

theoretically investigated by first principle calculations and ascribed to hybridization of sp−d orbitals at the interface36, 39.
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Figure 2. a) Hysteresis curve obtained by magnetization count at vertex during reversal process for Sq1 ASI sample and ASI

samples covered by 20nm aluminum Sq1+Al, b) Density of monopole evolution during reversal process, c) suggested defect

smoothness by proximity effect and d) scheme of modification in density of state (DOS) by sp−d hybridization at the

interface36.

Scattering of electrons from sp to d orbital modify the density of states shape, decreasing spin density unbalance at Fermi level

of ferromagnetic materials, as depicted in the cartoon of Figure 2c, extremely decreasing spin polarization of first atomic layers.

Such interface magnetization suppression would also explain the vanishing of magnetostatic traps related to nanomagnets

defects, once it would be smoothed by the proximity effect as suggested in Figure 2d. Emergent magnetic monopole charge

and dipole intensity are totally related to the dipolar interaction, that in turn is related to the nanoisland’s dipole moment. The

increase in the proximity effect due to excess in charge carriers from noble metals would be responsible for intensity decrease

of such emergent particles. To the best of our knowledge, experimental investigations or calculations of proximity effects by

noble metals in nanostructures were not reported so far and in this work we are going to use an emergent excitation model34 to

investigate how the magnetization interface decrease in nanomagnets due to charge carrier excess would imply in the observed

behavior of magnetization and monopole density in the reversal processes of an ASI. In our previous work34, 37, numerical

solution of a model of emergent excitations that considers the presence of magnetic monopoles of charge q and magnetic

dipoles of moment |~M| on the vertices, presented a qualitative match with the evolution of magnetization and monopole density

in reversal process of experimental square ASI arrays37. In this model34, the total magnetic field at nanoisland i, ~Btot
i , is the sum

of the field produced by the excitations on the vertices (see Refs.34, 37 for details). added to the external magnetic field. The

nanoisland magnetization (considered as a monodomain pointing in direction ~Si) is flipped when ~Btot
i ·~Si <−hi, where hi is

an intrinsic switching constant of nanoisland i. In order to take into account differences among nanoislands, the hi values are

drawn from a Gaussian distribution centered at hc with standard deviation σd = σhc. In our previous work37, we found that in

order to qualitatively describe experimental results, a kind of bimodal distribution had to be used, in such a way that for 90% of

the nanoislands, we used hc = h90
c and σ

90 and for the remaining 10% of the islands different values, hc = h10
c and σ

10 were

used. In general, hx
c will represent the mean switching field for x% of the nanoislands and σ

xhx
c the standard deviation of the

gaussian distribution of switching fields for the same x% of the nanoislands. In the figure 3 experimental data for sample Sq2 is

compared to simulations results. First, in figure 3a, we compare results for the sample without the aluminum cover. The outer

plot shows part of the hysteresis curve and the inset shows the evolution of the magnetic monopoles density. The symbols

represent the experimental data while solid curves are results from simulations averaged over 50 different distributions of

switching fields. For the charge and dipole strengths we used the results we obtained in our previous work37, q = 0.5µ/a and

M = 2.8µ . The reversal field distribution was manually adjusted to fit the experimental curves. The best results were obtained
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Figure 3. Experimental data for sample Sq2 (black squares and red dots) for the hysteresis (outer plots) and magnetic

monopole density (insets) compared to results for simulations (solid curves). In a) we show the curves for the sample without

the aluminum cover. Simulational results were obtained using q = 0.5µ/a, M = 2.8µ , h80
c = 160Oe, σ

80
= 7.5%, h20

c = 80Oe

and σ
20

= 20%. In b), c) and d) the curve for the sample with the aluminum cover is compared to simulations using different

distributions for the reversal field of the nanoislands. In b) we used q = 0.475µ/a, M = 2.71µ , h80
c = 160Oe, σ

80
= 7.5%,

h20
c = 80Oe and σ

20
= 20%. In c) q = 0.475µ/a, M = 2.71µ , h82

c = 144Oe, σ
82

= 8%, h18
c = 96Oe and σ

18
= 10%. In d)

q = 0.475µ/a, M = 2.71µ , h100
c = 133Oe, σ

100
= 18%.

for h80
c = 160Oe, σ

80
= 7.5%, h20

c = 80Oe and σ
20

= 20%. As can be seen, the agreement is remarkable! The aluminum

cover is expected to cause interface effects, leading to polarization zero around 0.7nm deep in nickel thin film38 (present in

majority of Permalloy alloy used here). Thus, considering an effective thickness for the nanoislands of 19.3 nm instead of the

original 20 nm, the effective volume would be reduced by approximately 5%, in such a way that a reduction of the same amount

would be expected for the charge, q, and dipole moment, M, of emergent excitation. Figure 3b shows the comparison among

experimental results for the Sq2 sample with aluminum cover and simulational results considering q = 0.475µ/a, M = 2.71µ

and the same reversal fields used for the sample without the aluminum cover, h80
c = 160Oe, σ

80
= 7.5%, h20

c = 80Oe and

σ
20

= 20%. As can be seen, the results strongly suggest that the biggest effect of the aluminum cover will be on the switching

fields and possibly on the reversal mechanism of the nanoislands. Interesting is the fact that the best adjust we achieved was

obtained by changing the switching field parameters by about 10%, as if they depend on the square of the volume. Figure 3c

shows the comparison between experimental data and simulations performed using q = 0.475µ/a, M = 2.71µ , h82
c = 144Oe,

σ
82

= 8%, h18
c = 96Oe and σ

18
= 10%. Now the bimodal distribution of switching fields approaches a unimodal distribution

since the mean switching fields approaches each other. The heterogeneity present in the sample was reduced! Indeed, to give

further support to this assertive, reasonable results were also obtained by considering a single Gaussian (unimodal) distribution

centered at h100
c = 133Oe with σ

100
= 18% as can be seen in figure 3d, reinforcing the softening effect of the aluminum layer.

In summary we have investigated by direct MFM measurements, performed during a magnetization reversal process of

ASI samples, the evolution of emergent magnetic monopoles and dipoles in samples with and without the interface effect

generated by 20nm aluminum cover. Results show a systematic decrease in the coercivity and lowering of monopole creation

density. The sharpening of the monopole density curve is related to a decrease in the heterogeneity of the distribution of the

nanoislands switching fields and to a decrease on monopoles charge and dipoles moment. That decrease was attributed here to

the annihilation of magnetostatic traps present on the nanomagnets surface by the magnetization vanishing in the first atomic
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layers of the nanomagnet interface and to the reduction of the overall magnetic moment of the nanoislands. Our simulation

using an emergent model taking into account the value of nanomagnetic dipole under proximity effect supported our findings

with very good accuracy. We believe that utilization of such covering may lead to more homogeneous systems, specially in what

refers to the switching field of the nanoislands. In addition, our results suggest that the utilization of materials with controllable

charge carrier density, in thinner nanomagnet samples, could be utilized for thermodynamic activation and utilization of partial

covering in different geometries could be developed to allow investigations of samples with different monopole interaction and

mobility.

Methods

We have performed our experimental observations in Permalloy square ASI samples, developed by sputtering deposition of Ta

3nm/Py 20nm/Ta 3nm multi-layer, with Ta used both for adhesion and capping layer, with same geometry and thickness used in

previous work37. After MFM characterizations, samples were cleaned in acetone ultrasonic bath and 20nm aluminum layer was

deposited by thermal evaporation on top of the ASI geometries. Permalloy nanomagnets dimensions of 3µm×400nm×20nm

are large enough to allow good magnetic force microscopy (MFM) signal and sufficiently small to preserve the range where

single magnetic monodomains are observed. Three different square lattice parameters were investigated with MFM mapping

realized in different regions of samples with and without aluminum cover. In all the measurements performed, aluminum

capping effect was always observed. Here we focus on results obtained in Sample Sq1 with lattice parameter a=3.95µm and

Sq2 with a=4.35µm, once that in those samples the presence of steps in hysteresis curve, attributed to sample defects originating

cracking reversal37, and its attenuation by aluminum layers are more pronounced.
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Figures

Figure 1

a) MFM measurement at vertex showing respectively 3 out - 1 in / 3 in - 1 out con�gurations allowing
emergence of charges Q = +2 and Q = -2, followed by 2 in - 2 out con�guration of emergent dipole at
vertex. b) Sample of measurement used to count magnetization and monopole density, realized during
magnetization reversal process, with opposite charge monopoles highlighted by red and blue squares.



Figure 2

a) Hysteresis curve obtained by magnetization count at vertex during reversal process for Sq1 ASI sample
and ASI samples covered by 20nm aluminum Sq1+Al, b) Density of monopole evolution during reversal
process, c) suggested defect smoothness by proximity effect and d) scheme of modi�cation in density of
state (DOS) by sp-d hybridization at the interface36.



Figure 3

Please see the Manuscript PDF �le for the complete �gure caption.
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